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The Eternal Flame
Knowing this, step into the Flame
and feel Her Life.
Breathe Her life into your being.
Feel the centers of your being respond to
Her.
Now rest in this knowledge:

you are the Flame.
She is the guardian of your planet.
She is the air that you breathe.
She is the light-life of your body.
The key to the Cities of Light rests with the
return of the Eternal Flame.
From The Eternal Flame page 16
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AN EXERCISE
Intended to open the body alignment to the
Creative Force.

¨ Let the light of Spirit ﬁll all your seven
bodies with divine love.
¨ FEEL the Love through all chakras,
through your cells.
¨ Breathe in the Holy Breath and visualize
divine love ﬂowing up through your legs,
up through your whole body, arms and
hands, neck and face, until you can FEEL
divine love ﬂow through your crown
chakra.
¨ Let your whole body accept and agree with
this love. You are beautiful. You are in a
state of Grace.
¨ You do not have to ask anything of God.
You are God as you feel this all-consuming
Love through your entire being.
¨ Now complete this exercise by visualizing
the divine love of your GodSelf ﬂowing
down through your crown chakra, arms
and hands - through your entire body down through your legs, through your feet
into Mother Earth.
¨ You might like to visualize the Love
energy, which is perfect in itself, as a
swirling and spiraling motion of healing,
alignment and joy.
¨ Great happiness and peace is the result of
this exercise.
¨ The body is relaxed into your higher self,
your GodSelf.

All is well.
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THE PROCESS OF INITIATION
THE MASTER’S PAPERS No. 27
A New Degree Of Awareness
When the intellect is so hardened,
there is no heart.
You are to return to the place where you care.
This stimulates the creative process and opens the heart.
The female body is not to be neglected, nor in any way contaminated at this time.
Here you have the measurement of a new
age: the Creative body rising into
expression as “I AM.” Now sanctify the
female body -- even as Jesus did. When
man knows the actual purity of his female
side, he will rise into My House of Light
where God (I AM) resides in pureness of
Be-ing.
I, Consciousness, decree a new life for you
AND THAT LIFE IS BASED ON
YOUR OWN HIGHER SELF. The Self
that was called forth through the Master
Jesus - summoned forth - as the given light
of the world, the presence of God in you.
Now, as the great Christ Master draws
closer to Earth you will feel His presence,
His glory and His embodiment. But if you
cling too tightly to your understanding of
religion, you may miss His calling into
yourself.
And now I speak of initiation once
more and the “coming of the Lord.”
There comes a point for each one when he
or she must stand alone - stripped of all
earthly dependencies.
It is then that one tried must seek God out
of him/herself fully and completely,
depending on no one nor no thing,
desiring nothing but that union. Full
dependency must be on God. The Flame
within the Child (Eternal Atom, Seed of
original creation bestowed by Jesus and
placed in the manger of the heart center)
catches hold and begins to grow. As it
does, this Flame - weakened through eons
- rises with a thirst to Be. Original creation
is at-large. With this Flame awakened in

the heart, the companion Flames
within all chakras begin to stir. This
is the magniﬁcent coming of the
Lord.
And with the opening of the heart,
the soul force rises. Rhythms now
begin to change on earth, or in the
earthly experience of the disciple.
The faucets are turned on. Ultimate
power is yours in the creative ability
you have in Me. You walk in the
Creator, embody that Principle.
Prior to that time, others have
helped you, causing much of your
karma to be dissolved. These
“others” have appeared to you as
y o u r p e r s o n a l g u i d e s, y o u r
Guardian Angel and your teacher.
Do not put off this moment. It is
worthy of your attention.
LOVE IN THE HEART
The master key to this initiation is
to agree. You must agree with the
harvest and the expression of love
in your own heart center. That is the
place you will go to ﬁnd the love
you seek. You must unlock the door
of your heart.
It is necessary in this initiation to
stop seeking after love, the desire to
be loved. All doors will be shut if
deemed necessary that you might
ﬁnd and enter the door of your
heart. In the desire plane the human
being looks for love in others,

reaches out to ﬁnd that love.
I repeat all doors are deﬁnitely closed
and sealed so as to stimulate the pole
within the disciple. Male and female
must come together within the self
and declare the love of Being. Thus,
the union of the Self is indicated and
this path will continue through many
lifetimes until completed. For I must
know My Son (expression) in you
as I AM.
Initiation eliminates all darkness and
brings into fruition the Christ Self:
the image and likeness of Truth.
Peace be with you, My children, as
you graduate into a new dimension.
TRANSFORMATION OF SELF
You are the one who is hurting you,
denying you, causing you to suffer.
Go to that place within you where
you can identify with the objective
presence who you are. Then take the
place of the “other one” who you
have blamed for the suffering. Begin
to “do” for the Child, the inner being
who you are - Give that one what has
been denied it. Do this continuously
until you take full responsibility for
who you are.
This removes separation and/or
divided personality. This births the
Child, which is your awareness of
Being.
K. H. / Crystal
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THE PYRAMIDAL FREQUENCIES
THE MASTER’S PAPERS No. 64
The next step in the University program
on this earth is to increase frequency
patterns and to align those who are "in
tune" to one another for the purpose of
new creation.

new wave (living wave of
Intelligence) will come together as
complementary vibration, and they
will put to good use the higher
membranes of the brain and the
radiations of Cosmic Mind. The
intensity of this New Work will draw
men and women into new force
ﬁelds of Creative Power that will
light this earth with true abundance.

When I refer to new creation here, I do
not mean necessarily a new planet per se,
although it will certainly be that. I am
referring to like minds aligned to a higher
energy frequency that coordinates these
minds into new patterns of thinking:
conceiving fresh ideas and mobilizing
these ideas into new jobs, scientiﬁc
inventions, challenging, stimulating
screen plays etc.

May I draw an example for you?
Three minds, each with its own
background of unique training and
expertise suddenly reach a point - an
axiom point - where they are drawn
together. They may be far away from
each other. Perhaps they have never
met. Yet, by the Law of Vibration
and Oneness, these three minds meet
as a collective energy ﬁeld to create and to
activate an intelligent new idea. All
three are vibrating at one with the
Higher Self or the I AM Presence.
Each is individual - entirely
individual, and this is important - but
are complementary energies for the
new idea contained in a higher
frequency "capsule". When these
three meet and discuss their dreams,
their hopes and visions, a new
vibration occurs. A new kind of
energy is the result of these three
connecting. And this energy is
Creator Intelligence in Its own sphere. It is
the "Ultimaton" energy spoken of in

With the stirrings of new mind energy,
never before permitted on this planet,
human beings can look forward,
anticipate the application of mind
energy to further new creation, new
planetar y intelligence and a new
planetary government in alignment with
God the Creator.
I am speaking of the higher chakras –
centers - in the etheric body that now can
be adjusted to earth frequency. These
chakras being the eighth, ninth, tenth
centers within man - can reach further
into regions of the cosmos than ever
before on this planet. Man
(Man/Woman) is a supreme being
glorifying the God presence. Here, in
this time of Awakening, pilgrims of the
new race move forward to for m
businesses, ﬁlm companies, publishing
houses, schools and universities. And
these adventurers, entrepreneurs on the

l

I AM the living Universe.
Death will not enter.

2

The Urantia Book. It is the Creative
Power in actualization: the living
Word.
Thus, as this process occurs and
continues to occur "drawing all up
unto Me" pyramidal frequencies
have been formed throughout the
etheric ﬁeld. These frequencies, as
1
they progress and are expanded,
can be seen by those who "have eyes
to see".
Now life is getting exciting, isn't it?
Far more challenging and beneﬁcial
to the whole.
The bands of energy which will be
established on earth bear the
presence of Mind as the Creative
Daughter who is the brilliance of
Be-ing. This is the measurement of
energy at a new frequency of light and
love. It is the Power of the Creator
through the mind.
T hus, three equal zones of
frequency, a frequency of mind
intensity, are drawn together and
unite to create a new frequency zone.2
Together they will breathe new life
into the planet and into the very
minds of creation. Because each
mind unit has reached a level of
vibration to permit such a creative
union, the three as one can access
higher mind frequencies to
continued on page 5
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THE PYRAMIDAL FREQUENCIES
c o n c e ive g r e a t e r l i f e e n e r g y a s
Intelligence, driving forth new ideas that
will live and form on this earth.
An added note: As pyramidal mind
energy patterns are formed, those
forming the patterns must be completely
egoless. Each one must have learned how
to place his/her mind in the one mind,
how to leave the "self" and the "world".
This is an imperative.
Thus, created for earth, will be
pyramidal zones of activity registering
cosmic intelligence and activating higher
3
registers of Earth herself. From this will
be formed a network of pyramidal
partners activating a government of
light and radiations of supreme joy. This
is the Creative Power in action.
3

New dimensions of Earth herself.

continued from page 4
Reach for the stars and as you do so,
others will join you in joyous activity
of new creation.
As a closing thought for you to
ponder... The brilliant activity of a new
world is not up to "God". It is up to
those new mind frequencies as they
intensify to bring about a world of
light.
Here, at the University of
Melchizedek, we search for those who
can and will brilliantly light the skies
with fresh new ideas. Every lesson is
leading you to that place in the Sun.
I AM Kuthumi, The Director of this
Mission for Higher Intelligence. I
serve as World Teacher within the
Hierarchy and rhythmically extend
Myself to every student who abides in

THE UPPER ROOM
You are entering a new dimension and this
is the vibration you are feeling at this time.
It is a place of realization and
revitalization where you are permitted to
sup with "the Master" and receive His and
Her blessings.
Here in this Room, you will experience new
life. And here, also, are you stabilized in the
place that has been carefully prepared for
you as new life.
When you are present in this Upper Room,
your Master is with you. And here, in this
Room, you are quickened and asked to
serve in a new way.

this University of Melchizedek.
This is a time of tremendous
challenge and ear th-quaking
changes. Align your mind to the
Mind of God where dwells great
thought. I strongly suggest you not
put off this moment, as there is
kindling for the ﬁre now. Pause no
longer but reach to the eighth,
ninth, and tenth chakras. There AM
I in waiting, waiting for your
attention and commitment to the
Life intended.
Peace be with you. I AM Master
Kuthumi radiating to you My
Christ Love and Joy.
Seal of Sananda on this Document.
Released by Crystal, Scribe
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Those of you who can experience the
vibrations of this "Upper Room" are
receiving important instructions
from the Master who also quickens you to
receive these instructions.
Just as the Master Jesus called His
disciples to the "Upper Room" to
partake of His vital energy body, so
are you called now to also partake of
this vital energy body and be passed
onto the new radiation of qualiﬁed
Light and Love.

quickened by the Master. Be alert to
your rhythms; let your eye be single.
I summon you Myself into My Upper
Room. There I will persevere until
you are no longer a victim of your
lower chakras or centers. If you are
willing, let us climb the stairs into
enlightenment. Body and mind rise
and be requaliﬁed. This is the
Master's Call.
SEAL OF MELCHIZEDEK
From The Ashram of Kuthumi

Let go of the mortal ﬁeld entirely. Be
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